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Equities: European stock markets are opening a touch higher today,
continuing in the previous session’s positive tone after Russia
announced it had pulled some troops back from the Ukraine border.
The move raised hopes that armed conflict in the region can be
avoided. Global stock markets surged on Tuesday, with both the DAX
and the CAC 40 climbing approximately 2%, as the Russian defense
ministry published footage to show it was returning some troops to
base after exercises. There are doubts about the significance of the
move as overnight Ukraine said the online networks of its defense
ministry and two banks were overwhelmed by a cyber attack. The
earnings season continues, with Heineken one of the highlights. The
second largest brewer in the world reported higher earnings than
expected in 2021, helped by cost savings and by consumers shifting to
more expensive beers.

Safe-havens: Gold was down on Wednesday morning in Asia, coming down
from an eight-month high hit during a volatile previous session. Easing fears
of a Russian invasion of Ukraine negated the support to the yellow metal
from weaker bond yields. Gold futures edged down 0.11% to $1,854.25. They
hit their highest level since June 2021 on Tuesday, before changing course to
close almost 1% lower. The dollar, which normally moves inversely to gold,
inched up on Wednesday while U.S. Treasury yields fell. Besides weekly
momentum indicators and buying the 'dip' indicating that the path of least
resistance is higher, most traders do expect higher volatility to be a main-
stay of gold markets going forth as rumors and market whispers increase. In
other precious metals, silver inched down 0.1%, while platinum edged up
0.2% and palladium jumped 2.7%.

Currencies: The dollar was up early in trade while the euro held on to
overnight gains in early Asia Pacific trade on positive Russian moves.
alongside the latest economic data from China. The U.S. Dollar Index
that tracks the greenback against a basket of other currencies inched
up 0.05% to 96.045.

Looking ahead: Following UK CPI numbers this morning which showed that
increase continued at 5.5% we are expecting the same from Canada in the
early afternoon as well as US Retail Sales and the release of the Fed meeting
minutes. In corporate reports we are seeing results today from Nvidia, Cisco,
and Heineken, with Nestlé, Standard Chartered, Airbus, and Walmart due on
Thursday.

16/02/2022 - UK CPI
16/02/2022 - Fed Meeting Minutes
17/02/2022 - G20 Meetings
18/02/2022 - Euro CPI 

Kerry Group Plc
Food technology and ingredients company Kerry Group has reported
higher revenues and profits for 2021 despite the backdrop of Covid-19
and supply chain challenges right across the food industry. They
reported a 5.7% increase in group revenues for 2021to €7.4 billion,
while group trading profit increased by 9.8% to €875.5m.
Turnover in its Taste & Nutrition division came to €6.3 billion, reflecting
a reported revenue increase of 9%. Profits in the division came to
€913.4m, up from €814.2m in 2020 while its Consumer Foods division
dropped by 10.5% to €1.1 billion as the division saw an adverse impact
from the disposal of its Meats and Meals business during the year.
Elsewhere Kerry Group spent more than €1 billion in acquisitions -
including two deals worth €200m announced yesterday. Kerry's chief
executive, said the company ended the year on a strong note with
excellent growth across the business. The markets have reacted
positively to the news and shares were up 1.91% to 109.65 in early
morning trading. 

UK CPI
This morning we saw UK CPI rose at the fastest annual pace in nearly
30 years last month, intensifying the squeeze on households and
reinforcing the chances that the Bank of England will raise interest
rates for a third meeting in a row. The annual rate of consumer price
inflation rose to 5.5% in January, the highest since March 1992 above
expectations from economists of 5.4%. Earlier this month the BOE
revised up its inflation forecasts to around 7.25% in April, when a 54%
rise in regulated household energy bills take effect, squeezing
households hard. The BoE has already raised interest rates twice since
December - lifting rates to 0.5% from 0.1% - and financial markets
expect a further rate rise to 0.75% or 1% on March 17 after the BoE's
next meeting. The British central bank does not expect inflation to
return to its 2% target until early in 2024, although most economists
think inflation will fall faster.
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